
Holiday Music Courses 2017 

In this, our fifth, year of holiday music courses a total of 111 musicians of all ages participated in one 

or more of the four weeks. We were hosted again by Parkroyal Community School with their 

amazing facilities. 

At each course players participate in five learning sessions a day comprising instrumental playing in 

ensembles of varying sizes and broadening the development of musicianship through singing and 

Dalcroze eurhythmic sessions. 

For the first time this year we put on a jazz week where players learned a wide range of music from 

jazz standards to modern pieces, learning the intricacies of jazz harmony and improvisation along 

the way. The end of course concert was a triumph. 

The second week was aimed at under 18s winds and brass players up to grade 5 standard. We had a 

good mix of instruments represented including oboe, clarinet, bassoon, saxophone, cornet, tenor 

horn and trombone. To give lips a rest and to 

help develop rhythm one session was spent 

learning some African drumming. The hit of 

the week was Ariana Grande’s One More 

Time. 

 

‘The Sea’ was the theme of strings week where all the 

pieces had a nautical flavour; What Shall We Do With 

a Drunken Sailor? being the favourite. Just under 30 

young string players aged 7-13 worked hard and made 

a fantastic rich sound. 

Less experienced 

players had plenty 

of help from our 

teenage 

volunteers, who also organised a treasure hunt and created a 

collage made from players’ artwork.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Our fourth and final week was for orchestral players of grade 5+ standard. ‘Music from the 

Americas’ was our theme with the main piece studied being Copland’s Four Dance Episodes from 

Rodeo. We also got to grips with the Shaker Melody from Appalachian Spring and Pirates of the 

Caribbean.  

The percussion section wowed the audience with Steve Reich’s Clapping Music, the winds performed 

a Ragtime and Tango, the strings also decided to tango playing Libertango complete with cajon 

whilst the brass were California Dreamin’.  

One afternoon we also had a visit from some students from 

the Royal College of Music who gave a short recital and 

answered questions on life as a musician and helped out in a 

full orchestra rehearsal.  

 

 

The final concert 

raised the rafters 

and £120 for the 

MMC bursary 

fund. 

 

Interested in our courses for 2018?  

July 30 - August 3: ORCHESTRAL STRINGS (ages 7-13, 

grades 1-5) 



August 6 - 10: WINDS and BRASS (ages under 18, grades 1-5) 

August 13 - 17: JAZZ (ages 11+, grades 3+) 

August 20 - 24: SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA (ages 11+, grades 5+) 

Costs: Under 18s £135 (MMC members £120), Adults £160 (MMC members £135), full fees bursaries 

available for under 18s.  

Register an interest with Nicola Bright, nicola.bright@maccmusiccentre.org.uk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


